
Chapter 2 

Bipedal robot description and trajectory planning 

2.1 Bipedal robot description 
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Figure 2.1: 7 links, 7 DoF bipedal robot 

!he Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of a planer two-legged robot having 7 DoF (two at the 
ankles. two at the knees and three at the hip). which is moving up along a sloping surface. 
The robot consists oftwo ankles, two lower legs, two upper legs and a torso. All the limbs 
are assumed to have their lumped masses attached at some specific points on them. The 
joints of the robot are assumed to be consisting of rotary joints. The robot movement has 
hccn considered only in sagittal X-Y plane. 
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2.2 Trajectory Planning 

2.2.1 Trajectory 

\ lt'aJ~CtUr) j:, ~~ path \\ ith specified quantities of motion. ;\ trajectory is both a spatial 
and temporal representation of motion. It can be specified either in joint space or in 
Cartesian space [I 8 J, 

The various trajectory planning techniques t~dl into one of the two categories. 

I . .I oint space techniques ; 

' Cartesian space techniques 

2.2.1.1 Joint space Techniques 

fhis is for the robotic applications involving point to point motion in which motion 
planning is done at the joint level. The joint- space planning schemes generate time 
dependent functions (time history) of all joint variables and their tirst two derivatives to 
describe the desired motion ofthe manipulator. 
I he important lcatures ofjoint space trajectory planning are, 

• Joint angle locations, velocities and accelerations should be continuous 
functions of time so as to ensure smooth motion. 

• The joint polynomial function should not be computationally intensive 
• !\on-smooth trajectories and other similar undesirable effects are 

minimi/eJ. 

2.2.1.2 Cartesian space Techniques 

!his is for the robotic applications that require continuous path motion. The Cartesian 
~pace-planning techniques provide time history of the location, velocity, and acceleration 
of the end-ciTector with respect to the base. The corresponding joint variables and their 
derivatives arc computed, using inverse kinematics. 
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2.2.2 Selection of Trajectories for the Bipedal Robot 

2.2.2.1 Trajectory for swing leg 
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Figure 2.2: Swing leg and Hip trajectories 
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lot· the s11 ing leg of bipedal robot the Cartesian space is preferred because the foot 
tr~ljcctor;, is a predetermined path. 

I he Figure 2.2 shows bipedal robot with torso. The swing leg joint angles 01 J)2 f)~ and 

~lance leg joint angles 0,.0(, are clearly shown in the diagram. All link lengths and 

ma~ses are marked against the respective links. The origin of coordinate frame was 
placed at the beginning ol" the slope and distances xl.x2 indicates the initial positions or 

'\\ ing l(lul cl!1d stance root \\ hilc .\"~indicates the final position or the S\\ ing foot. The 

Ltl'JICI bod: consists ol" a torso and makes an angle 01 vvith the horizontal axis. The swing 

loot trajectory and hip trajector) are also indicated. 
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Here. foot trajectory is assumed to follow cubic polynomial trajectory as shown in 
f-igure~-~ and delined as. 

r=c 11 +c,x+c,x· +c,x ( 2.1 ) 

\\here ~ represents the height of the swing foot (ankle joint) at a distance x from the 
starting point and c: 11 • c

1
• c.,. c, are the coefficients. whose values are determined using the 

folkming boundary conditions. 

1atx=x,cosa. y=x1 sina. 

1 at x=(x:cosa+x2 cosa)/2. y = x2 sina + L,/2. 

1 at x = ( x, cos a+ x, cos a) I 2. y = x, sin a+ L, I 2. 

•at x=x,cosa.y=x,sina 

" 

Applying the boundary conditions (2.2). (2.3). (2.4) and (2.5) in (2.1). 

( 2.2) 

( 2.3 ) 

( 2.4 ) 

( 2.5 ) 

. ") 1 ; ' x: sm a= c,, + c:1 x 1 
cos a+ c,x1 cos· a+ c,x; cos a ( 2.6) 

x.sinu-,-U,/2)=c:0 +c1(x 1 cosa+x2 cosa)/2+c:2 (x1 cos a+x
2

cosa) 2 /4 (2.7) 

~c,(x 1 cosa +x 2 cosa)' /8 

x,sina+(L,/2)=c0 +c1(x 2 cosa+x3 cosa)/2+c2 (x 2 cos a+x,cosa) 2 /4 C2·8 l 

+c,(x: cosa +x, cosa)' /8 

x '-Ill !I c, -1 c
1
x, cosu -t- c.< cos 2 a+ c,x; cos' a ( 2.9 ) 

The equations (2.6). (2.7). (2.8) and (2.9) has been solved writing a Mi\TLAB program 
A. I and indicated in Appendix A. Using this program another MA TLJ\B program A.2 
indicated in Appendix A has been written to calculate the required foot trajectory 
coet1ic icnts c . c

1
• c, and c, numerically by inputting values for .\·

1
• x,. x, .rt and L, . 

2.2.2.2 Trajectory for hip 

The hip trajectory has chosen as a straight line parallel to the slope as shown in Figure 
~.~and detined as . 

_1 ~ ltctllU) .r (2.1 0) 
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2.2.2.3 Relationship between swing leg movement and hip movement 

I here should be a relationship be tv\ cen swing leg movement and hip movement for 
continuous \\a! king. In order to maintain cyclic gait the final position of swing leg should 
be same as the initial position or the stance leg. After studying the human vvalking pattern 
the t(J!io\\ ing formula has been ronnulated. 

Hip movement for Single Step ( x ) =0.5* Step Length ( 2.11 ) 

2.2.3 Selection of Joint angle Trajectory for the Bi~dal Robot 

!'he selection or a single polynomial for the entire joint path depends on the number of 
constrains imposed and the type of motion desired. The minimum number of constrains for 
a smooth motion between two points are 

(i) Initial position, 
(ii) Initial velocity. 
(iii) Final position and 
(i\ J I ina! velocity. 

\\ ith four constrains, a third-degree polynomial with four coefficients can be used. If in 
addition. with two acceleration constrains fifth-degree polynomial can be used. However, if 
the degree of polynomial is high (>5), it becomes computationally intensive and it tends to 
cause extraneous motion. 

fo ensure smooth functioning, the variation of joint angles or the bipedal robot is assumed 
to follow fifth-order polynomial as shown below: 

q,(l) = a, 11 +a)+ a,,/ 2 + aj' + a,c/
1 + aj

5 ( 2. I 2) 

Where a,
11

,a![,a,,,a,,.a,.., and a,, arc the coefficients, whose values are determined usmg 

different values of (j, at different intervals or time in a cycle and i = 1,2,. ... n joints. 
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The assumed velocity variation with time is shown in figure 2.3. 
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figure 2.3-Angular velocity variation of the swing leg and stance leg joint angles for half 
cycle duration 

lhe coefficients a,
11
.u,

1
.a,,.a,,.a, 1 and a,, are calculated by referring to the velocity 

protilc '>hll\\ n is Figure 2.3. 

"\ppl) ing rollowing conditions to the equations 2.12 

At t=O initial angular position 
At t=t; final angular position 
-\t t=O Initial angular velocity 
~~ t=t; final angular velocity 
\t t-t angular acceleration 
At t=t" angular acceleration 

Cf \1" ) = o'" + u ,)t ~~ + u' ,I~~ + ail I~~ + a' 5 I~~ 

I _, -+ ') 
1/ 11,) = o,,1 + a, 1t ~ + u,J, + a,_.J, + a,J, 

if (I, J = 2u, 1/ 11 + 3a,J 1~ + 4aj,; + Sa,,/ 1~ 

_) -. 2 4 1 5 4 
1; (/.) - _o,/1 + _)a,,t, + a, 11, + a,J, 

( 2.13 ) 

( 2.14) 

( 2.15 ) 

( 2.16 ) 
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(j 1!,) = ~u 
1 
+ 6o,,t

1 
+ 12a, 

1
1,= + 20o,,ti ( 2.17 ) 

(j(/i=c2u, +(ntJ= +12o,/ +20a,J~ ( 2.18 ) 

Sol\ lllg the si:-; equations mentioned above the coefficients of the 5t11 degree polynomial of 
the rc~pcctivc joint angle can he found. 

I he \L\TL,\B program i\.7 indicated in appendix A has been" written to lind the 
cotl.licicnh s\ mbolicall\. . . 
Then using the output of program A.7 another MATLAB program i\.8 has been written to 
calculate coerticients ow o,

1 
.u,,. a,,. a,.J and a,, as indicated in appendix A. 
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